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Today you will learn about IT and sustainable mobility

Part I: Bicycle network 
planning with data science

Part II: Systems thinking, 
induced demand, priorities

Exercise: How to grow a bike network?  
How to change the world?



Transport plays a key role in the climate crisis

Transport represents almost a 
quarter of Europe's greenhouse 
gas emissions and is the main 
cause of air pollution in cities.

https://ec.europa.eu/clima/
policies/transport_en



Which European city is this?

MENTIMETER

https://www.mentimeter.com/app/presentation/ae2fd42349ce1fe304e6d072a30838d3/b729692c3531


Amsterdam

1978 Today



Amsterdam

1920

1978
2015

https://www.fastcompany.com/3052699/these-historical-photos-show-how-amsterdam-turned-itself-into-a-bike-riders-paradise



?



https://monocle.com/radio/shows/the-urbanist/tall-stories-322/

Søringen

http://www.copenhagenize.com/2012/11/
city-plan-vest-and-sringen-1958-1974.html

https://monocle.com/radio/shows/the-urbanist/tall-stories-322/
http://www.copenhagenize.com/2012/11/city-plan-vest-and-sringen-1958-1974.html
http://www.copenhagenize.com/2012/11/city-plan-vest-and-sringen-1958-1974.html




Why is a city planned with a 
focus on cars not sustainable*?

*sustainable system =  system with the possibility to 
continue a specific behaviour over long periods of time



SPACE





What a lovely green..



What a lovely green.. MONSTER

800m x 500m





We visualized ALL parking spaces with polygon packing





There are huge differences between car and bike parking



There are huge differences between car and bike parking



There are huge differences between car and bike parking

whatthestreet.com Szell, Urb Plan 3, 1-20 (2018)
Gössling, J Tran Geo 54, 1-9 (2016)



Space is not distributed in a fair way
between different modes of transport

Copenhagenize



Most space is for cars, but most people use bicycles

Copenhagenize



You can't beat geometry: Cars will ALWAYS be inefficient

Harms and Kansen, Netherlands Institute for Transport Policy Analysis (2017)
Szell, Urb Plan 3, 1-20 (2018)

Euclid (300 BC)



Cars are used 36 minutes per day
Cars are not used 1404 minutes per day

Civity (2016)



Cars are used 36 minutes per day
Cars are not used 1404 minutes per day

A typical snapshot of Copenhagen

5,500 cars moving 250,000 cars parked



We are wasting space worth 6,000 playgrounds!

=

2.5 ×
=6,000

Playgrounds

A typical snapshot of Copenhagen

5,500 cars moving 250,000 cars parked



Battle 
Creek, 
MI



Battle 
Creek, 
MI



Cars eat up our living space in cities

Denver



E-car

Cars eat up our living space in cities



POLLUTION

https://ourworldindata.org/data-review-air-pollution-deaths

~9.000.000



ANYTHING ELSE?



1.350.000



Klanjcic et al, EPJ Data Sci 11, 27 (2022)



Ek =
mv2

2





Casualties are getting worse with e-cars

https://www.fastcompany.com/90686171/electric-vehicles-have-a-weight-problem

4500kg

Many 100 kg of batteries



Casualties are getting worse with e-cars

https://www.fastcompany.com/90686171/electric-vehicles-have-a-weight-problem

4500kg

Many 100 kg of batteries50% more crashes with electric 
cars due to unadapted behavior 
and much faster acceleration

https://www.vrt.be/vrtnws/nl/2022/08/25/elektrische-auto-s-test/



Cycling is a time-tested technology that delivers on 11 SDGs

https://unric.org/en/sustainable-development-goals-cycling/



More active travel is an economic "no-brainer"

Cost-benefit analysis in EU that accounts for 

- Health
- Environment
- Travel / Congestion

shows: 

Gössling et al, Ecol Econ 158 (2019)



Gössling et al, Ecol Econ 158 (2019)

Cost-benefit analysis in EU that accounts for 

- Health
- Environment
- Travel / Congestion

costs 
0.11 €

shows: 1 km travelled by 

brings 
0.18 €

brings 
0.37 €

More active travel is an economic "no-brainer"



Network Science 101



Cities have different transport network layers

Natera Oroczo et al, R Soc Open Sci 7 (2020)   



Bicycle networks are highly fragmented

Natera Oroczo et al, R Soc Open Sci 7 (2020)   



Bicycle networks are highly fragmented

2) In London, the bicycle network has 
>3000 disconnected components



Bicycle networks are highly fragmented

1) In London, the largest connected bicycle 
component covers only 5% of nodes



Bicycle networks are highly fragmented

Natera Oroczo et al, R Soc Open Sci 7 (2020)   



How should we connect the components?

Natera Oroczo et al, R Soc Open Sci 7 (2020)   



Effective connectivity improvements are possible

 
Small but focused investments connect the bicycle network effectively

Natera Oroczo et al, R Soc Open Sci 7 (2020)   



Just connecting components comes with 3 issues

1) No resilience



Just connecting components comes with 3 issues

1) No resilience 2) Develops only 
developed areas

Pereira, Schwanen & Banister, Trans Rev 37 (2017)



Just connecting components comes with 3 issues

1) No resilience 2) Develops only 
developed areas

3) Irrelevant for >99% 
of cities on the planet

Los Angeles



Let's grow networks 
from scratch



What properties should a good bicycle network have?

Copenhagen Leeds





Inspired by CROW, we want a cohesive network

Connectedness & Resilience

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)



Inspired by CROW, we want a cohesive network

Connectedness & Resilience

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)



Inspired by CROW, we want a cohesive network

Connectedness & Resilience

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)



Inspired by CROW, we want a cohesive network

& CoverageConnectedness & Resilience



We build a greedy triangulation between points of interest

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)

Seed points



We build a greedy triangulation between points of interest

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)



We build a greedy triangulation between points of interest

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)



We explore 62 cities

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)



Result 1: Investments need to surpass a critical threshold

The pieces need 
to connect and  
to form cycles

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)Investments



Policy implication 1: Invest persistently!

https://twitter.com/BrentToderian/status/1420907319982915587?s=20



Result 2: It's not a network's length that matters but how you grow it

At same length, we could 
do much better



Policy implication 2: Strategy matters: Build for the whole city

Avoid "random-like", 
piecewise growth



Easier said than done - Isn't this unrealistic??



Nope: See Seville Also: Paris, Oslo, ...

https://usa.streetsblog.org/2020/10/13/best-practices-how-seville-became-a-city-of-cyclists/

Easier said than done - Isn't this unrealistic??

There is 
no excuse



Explore your city at GrowBike.Net

http://GrowBike.Net


What to do if your bike network 
is already pretty good?



Identify & Prioritize

We could find millions of gaps… 1 2

3We need a metric to prioritize them.

Vybornova et al, Geographical Analysis (2022)



2) Prioritize

“If this gap was closed, how 
many meters cycled in mixed 
traffic would be avoided per 
investment unit?”

1 2

3

Vybornova et al, Geographical Analysis (2022)



Our top 105 gaps

Vybornova et al, Geographical Analysis (2022)



Evaluation: Comparison with Cykelsti-Prioriteringsplan



Nørregade Rantzausgade

Evaluation: We find many overlaps



If your city is:

Los Angeles
not developed

Grow persistently with  
focused investments



If your city is:

BudapestLos Angeles
not developed

Grow persistently with  
focused investments

medium developed

Connect with  
right strategy



If your city is:

BudapestLos Angeles Copenhagen
not developed

Grow persistently with  
focused investments

medium developed

Connect with  
right strategy

well developed

Close the most  
important gaps



If your city is:
not developed

Grow persistently with  
focused investments

medium developed

Connect with  
right strategy

well developed

Close the most  
important gaps



Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)
Klanjcic et al, EPJ Data Sci 11, 27 (2022)

Natera Oroczo et al, R Soc Open Sci 7 (2020)   
Vybornova et al, Geographical Analysis (2022)



Break



How are cities planned?



What should you do to relieve congestion?



Building more roads to prevent 
congestion is like a fat man loosening his 

belt to prevent obesity

Lewis Mumford



Induced demand

If you widen roads, you create more traffic

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2021-09-28/why-widening-highways-doesn-t-bring-traffic-relief
https://www.governing.com/now/why-the-concept-of-induced-demand-is-a-hard-sell



Induced demand

If you widen roads, you create more traffic

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2021-09-28/why-widening-highways-doesn-t-bring-traffic-relief
https://www.governing.com/now/why-the-concept-of-induced-demand-is-a-hard-sell



The opposite of induced demand is disappearing traffic

Road diet

https://www.icevirtuallibrary.com/doi/full/10.1680/muen.2002.151.1.13



Short-term engineering thinking

vs 

Long-term systems thinking



20th century: Short-term engineering thinking

Compartmentalization: We can study a subsystem on its own



20th century: Short-term engineering thinking

How do we build & shoot a rocket to the moon?

Compartmentalization: We can study a subsystem on its own



20th century: Short-term engineering thinking
How to optimize traffic flow?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yITr127KZtQ



21th century: Also consider long-term systems thinking

Complexity: We cannot study a subsystem on its own
There are strong interactions or feedback loops



21th century: Also consider long-term systems thinking

How do cities develop if we optimize streets for traffic flow?

Complexity: We cannot study a subsystem on its own
There are strong interactions or feedback loops



Systems-thinking reveals feedback-loops & long-term dynamics

https://www.oecd.org/environment/transport-strategies-for-net-zero-systems-by-design-0a20f779-en.htmCausal loop diagram



Systems-thinking reveals feedback-loops & long-term dynamics



Systems-thinking reveals feedback-loops & long-term dynamics



Systems-thinking reveals feedback-loops & long-term dynamics



Systems-thinking reveals feedback-loops & long-term dynamics

http://housing.dha.io/

Urban sprawl

As the size of the region accessible by road increases, 
density decreases and the number of places conveniently 
accessible by public transport decrease. 
Thus, as the region expands, places may be less well 
served by public transport, reducing the attractiveness of 
public transport and increasing the attractiveness of its 
alternative: the car. 



Optimizing one part of a complex 
system can come with 

unintended consequences



What is "data-driven" planning, 
and how/why do it?



By "data-driven", we mean "data-informed"

Which data you use, and how you 
use it, is always a political decision

You can argue for/against everything with "data"



Example: Danish intersection design

Based on crash data and a regression 
model, the Danish road directorate 
favors this intersection design:

>

Sørensen, Jensen, Hansen, Proc Ann Trans Conf (2020)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/False_dilemma

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/False_dilemma


Example: Danish intersection design

Would you let a 
child cycle here?



Example: Danish intersection design

Hard to measure: Data of how 
many children did not cycle here

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/McNamara_fallacy

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/McNamara_fallacy


Example: Danish intersection design

There are better ways:  
Minimize mixing with cars



www.jan-kamensky.de

Even better: remove the hazard



Mattioli et al, Energy Research & Social Science 66 (2020): 101486 



https://youtu.be/2973tOyZ-TA?t=1821

https://youtu.be/2973tOyZ-TA?t=1821


Tech alone won't save us



Short-term thinking has led to  
"predict and provide"

But we should  
"decide and provide"



What are possible problems of just 
focusing on building bike networks?



30km bike highway 
South Korea





Most systemic problems are about 
skewed power and priorities







64bn DKK

Cycling: 3bn DKK

Denmark is a cycling nation



64bn DKK

Cycling: 3bn DKK

Denmark is a cycling nation

???



Politiken, 2022-06-27













Our top priority should be building sustainable systems

Not just removing cars
Not just building bike networks
...



Building sustainable cities is 99% 
a political, not a technical question



If there is the will (and pressure), 
cities can change radically



Take-home messages

2) Induced demand: Widening or building new roads causes more traffic

1) Inadequately applying engineering thinking can lead to unintended consequences

We can use IT to help design better, sustainable cities, but:

3) We can't use tech like e-cars to "solve" mobility, but must rebuild the whole system,  
    and reverse skewed political priorities that come from power inequalities



Further materials

https://github.com/mszell/geospatialdatascience

thewaroncars.org

Not Just Bikes

Henderson (2020): EVs are not the answer

Gössling (2016): Urban transport justice

Youtube: Julia Steinberger: 
The importance of climate 
activism

https://islandpress.org/books/autonorama
https://www.amazon.de/Movement-take-streets-transform-lives/dp/1911344978
https://github.com/mszell/geospatialdatascience
https://github.com/mszell/geospatialdatascience
http://thewaroncars.org
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0intLFzLaudFG-xAvUEO-A
https://sci-hub.st/10.1080/24694452.2020.1744422
https://sci-hub.st/10.1016/j.jtrangeo.2016.05.002
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2973tOyZ-TA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2973tOyZ-TA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2973tOyZ-TA


Exercises

How to grow a bike network?  
How to change the world?


